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Tunturi Cardio Fit D20 Desk Bike (18TCFD2000)  
 

Push aside the office chair and get on a
desk bike! The Tunturi Cardio Fit D20
desk exercise bike replaces chairs behind
desks, whether in the home office or
office. The ergonomic desk bike is the
perfect workout tool to increase your daily
dose of physical activity.

 CHF 259.00  
      

      

A desk bike is basically a full fitness exercise bike without handles. Therefore, the bike fits under the
desk. Standing desks are particularly suitable to use the office chair replacement. So you can sit
comfortably on the bike seat and pedal while you work. Deskbikes are very quiet, so colleagues are not
disturbed at work.

The resistance can be adjusted individually, allowing either easy pedaling or a more challenging
workout. The office desk bike automatically leads to a dynamic and ergonomic posture.

Since the user of the desk bike is constantly moving, the risk of health problems is reduced and at the
same time work performance and concentration are increased. In addition, people do not tire as quickly
as if they were just sitting in a desk chair.

The compact movement trainer for behind the desk, has 8 resistance levels, is ergonomically shaped
and height adjustable. It is also easy to store because the bike is foldable.

To get an overview of the completed workout and track progress, you can purchase the additional
Cardio Fit D20 Deskbike Monitor from Tunturi. This connects very easily and wirelessly via radio.

depending on the fitness level, the resistance can be increased or decreased via the rotary knob
- 8 resistance levels can be selected
manual magnetic brake
height adjustable
foldable
option: training computer
color: black
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